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Abstract
Carbon Nanotubes (CNTs) have been the subject of intense research for their poten-
tial to improve a variety of material properties when developed as nano-composites. This
research aims to address the challenges that limit the ability to transfer the outstanding
nano-scale properties of CNTs to bulk nano-composites through Raman characterization.
These studies relate the vibrational modes to microstructural characterization of CNT
composites including stress, interface behavior, and defects. The formulation of a new
fitting procedure using the pseudo-Voigt function is presented and shown to minimize
the uncertainty of characteristics within the Raman G and D doublet. Methods for op-
timization of manufacturing processes using the Raman characterization are presented
for selected applications in a polymer multiwalled nanotube (MWNT) composite and
laser-sintered ceramic-MWNT composite. In the first application, the evolution of the
MWNT microstructure throughout a functionalization and processing of the polymer-
MWNT composite was monitored using the G peak position and D/G intensity ratio.
Processing parameters for laser sintering of the ceramic-MWNT composites were opti-
mized by obtaining maximum downshift in stress sensitive G-band peak position, while
keeping disorder sensitive D/G integrated intensity ratio to a minimum. Advanced Ra-
man techniques, utilizing multiple wavelengths, were used to show that higher excitation
energies are less sensitive to double resonance Raman effects. This reduces their influence
and allows the microstructural strain in CNT composites to be probed more accurately.
iii
The use of these techniques could be applied to optimize any processing parameters in
the manufacturing of CNT composites to achieve enhanced properties.
iv
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation and Background
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have received much attention since their discovery by Iijima [37],
and are one of the most likely candidates for future nano-composites [103]. They have
a number of unique properties including, super strength to weight ratio [88], excellent
electrical and thermal conductivities [5], and optical properties [45]. Their exceptional
properties have great potential in future applications, and they have even been proposed
to be used in designing elevators into space [75], and large suspended bridges [13]. How-
ever, there are many challenges that limit CNTs from being implemented in conventional
applications which reflect their nanoscale properties. Research in such areas as dispersion
of the CNTs [61], alignment [109], and good interface properties [57] will pave the way
for progress in exploiting their excellent properties. Development of a characterization
techniques to study and monitor the latter properties is integral to achieve success in the
manufacturing and testing of composites. The goal of this study was to present novel
methods in enhancing CNT composites with correlating their microstructural proper-
ties with Raman spectroscopy. Optimization techniques for a wide range of different
manufacturing processes was discovered to be possible.
Raman spectroscopy has been the primary experimental means to validate physical
phenomenon of CNTs with several review papers published on well established Raman
1
theory [12, 21, 22, 41, 20, 40]. The Raman spectra probes vibrational domains at the
atomic scale, and has been correlated with many characteristics, acting as a tool to
monitor the structural purity [67, 68], and functionalizations [89, 64, 78] of a CNT’s
structure, dispersion of CNTs [87], interface properties with matrix [32, 105, 33], and
alignment [114]. There are many processes involved with purifying, functionalizing, and
processing CNTs into composites [54, 31], all of which have the potential to be fully
optimized with Raman spectroscopy. In this study, many stress sensing and disorder
sensitive Raman properties are used to discover the effectiveness of various manufacturing
process parameters. Methods to enhance CNT-composite properties through Raman
characterization, a non-invasive measurement technique, are investigated. These methods
have the potential to be introduced in the optimization of future pilot manufacturing
assembly lines for novel CNT composites.
1.2 Physical structure of CNTs
It is first necessary to understand the physical structure of CNTs before discussing, in
detail, the physical interpretation of their Raman spectra. Many review papers discussing
the quasi 1-D optical phenomenon of CNTs usually begin by first explaining their basic
physical structure of single walled nanotubes (SWNTs) [12, 21, 22]. Here, multi-walled
carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) were used in the experimental studies presented in later
2
chapters. However, MWNT’s constituent SWNT structure will be briefly identified to
compare some overlapping physical characteristics.
All physical properties of a SWNT can be derived from their (n,m) indices’s including
metallic or semi-conducting character, diameter, and chirality [12]. Each combination of
(n,m) will produce a “species” of carbon nanotubes. Burghard showed these (n,m) indices
can yield diameter and chirality of the CNT in equation 1.1 and 1.2 respectively [12].
Evidence from recent studies suggests that the chiral angle has a large role to play in
dictating the physical properties of CNTs [53].
SWNTs have unique optical transitions, created by a strong coupling that occurs
between the electrons and phonons in the quasi 1-D structure [21]. These unique optical
properties allow the SWNTs to be specifically identified with respect to their (n,m)
indices [42]. This identification process would be more challenging for MWNTs, because
such a large density of n,m combinations are possible for a given diameter.
dt =
a
pi
√
(n2 + nm+m2) (1.1)
θ = tan−1(
√
3m
m+ 2n
) (1.2)
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1.3 The Raman spectrum for MWNTs
This section will discuss most features in the Raman spectrum, with a primary focus
on the G and D doublet. The G and D doublet was the focus of the experimental
work throughout this study because of the possibility to derive disorder [4, 68, 40] and
microstructural strain [48, 60] within a relatively narrow frequency range. Phenomenon
associated with the G’ and other higher energy vibrations will be discussed, as they
are sometimes referred to be more sensitive [63] or have the ability to probe additional
information [4] than the lower energy features within the G and D doublet.
1.3.1 The G and D doublet for MWNTs
The G and D doublet is a commonly used Raman phenomenon to characterize CNTs [40]
and various types of carbon structures [25, 24]. G band peak position is dependent
on environmental effects, such as hydrostatic [60, 108] and uniaxial [16, 28, 49] stress,
temperature [81, 52, 34, 121, 59, 104], and electronic charge [78, 65, 118]. The origin of
the G band will be discussed, along with its neighboring sub-bands and their potential
applications.
Because of a strong Raman resonance enhancement, the G bands of SWNTs behave
differently from other forms of carbon. For SWNTs, the G band has been accepted
to encompass 6 Raman modes of A, E1 and E2 symmetry [72], for which the relative
4
intensities are sensitive to the chiral angle [43, 108, 74, 79]. When CNTs contain an
increasing number of concentric walls, the G band begins to broaden and consolidate into
a single peak from a super-positioning of constituting tubes [119]. Hence, the Raman
spectra for MWNTs is far less straight forward, as it closely resembles that of graphite and
other carbonaceous structures [6]. Fig. 1.1 illustrates a comparison between the G and D
doublet for MWNT and SWNT. The enhanced D-band for MWNTs has been associated
with the increased possibility of disorder within the concentric walls of MWNTs[69].
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Figure 1.1: Here a comparison between the G and D doublet for MWNT and SWNT is
made. The several sub-bands that are observable for the SWNT is an enhancement of the
Raman resonance for SWNT as compared to the MWNT. Both samples were measured
with a 514.4 nm excitation wavelength.
Typically, the three main features that are within the G and D doublet for MWNTs,
are the D band (1365cm−1), G band (1580cm−1), and D’ band (1610cm−1) [68, 2, 93, 48].
The G-band is an in-plane, tangential, C-C stretching mode assigned to E2g symme-
5
try [68]. The D band is a disorder induced phonon that could originate from various
types of defects and grain boundaries [9]; a product of a double resonance Raman pro-
cess [101, 86, 85]. The D band’s intensity has been experimentally observed to increase
with decreasing micro-crystallite size for most carbon materials [110, 23, 46]. The D’
band is relatively small for visible excitations, and appears as a subtle bulge on the up-
per frequency side of G. This band has also been also attributed to a double resonance
process [101, 85], but more specifically, it has been used to characterize intercalation
between graphitic walls [68] and covalent bonding on the surface of the CNTs [15].
Additional sub-bands were also adapted from similar Raman profiles of industrial
soot [83] and wood [115, 123]. Even though these profiles were not from MWNT samples,
they still contained the G and D doublet shape that is intrinsic to carbon structures, and
offered alternative fitting procedures. Including the G, D, and D’ bands, these studies
utilized up to six line-shape functions by incorporating a T band (1120cm−1), I band
(1250m−1), and A band (1500cm−1). The T band, with relatively low intensity, has be
en attributed to sp3 carbons [24, 115] and appears as a shoulder on the lower frequency
side of D in our Raman profile in Fig. 1.2. The I band has been attributed to impurity
ions [115], or C=C and C-C stretching modes of polyene-like structures [83]. The A band
has been attributed to amorphous carbon [83]. This work presents the first known effort
to determine the benefits of adding additional peaks to the G and D doublet of MWNTs.
The most important of the latter characteristics within the G and D doublet are the
G band peak position and the D/G ratio. Additional characteristics may exist within the
6
G and D doublet, and future work should intend to establish the relationships. However,
the G band position and the D/G ratio are the characteristics used the most through
this study and in literature.
1.3.2 G’ and other MWNT Raman features
There are many other features in the Raman spectrum for MWNTs. Presented in Figure
1.2, is a typical extended scan of a MWNT sample covering a relatively wide frequency
range. Many high order features are observed, such as the second order bands (G’, D+G,
2D’), and even a third order band, 2D+G, was observed at ≈ 4300cm−1. Sixth order
bands have been observed in graphite whiskers, whose appearance was attributed to a
high symmetrical structure [97]. This section attempts to identify these additional higher
order features in Fig. 1.2, and discuss differences with the first order spectra.
Most features have been convincingly identified as intrinsic bands to carbon struc-
tures [23, 46]. The band under recent investigation has been the band at ≈ 2450 cm−1.
In a study by Shimada et al., it was assigned as an overtone of an longitudinal (LO)
phonon [92]. The second order spectra for SWNTs is much more intricate with several
additional bands coming into resonance that are not commonly visible in MWNT’s Ra-
man spectra [8, 10]. The focus of this study will remain on the MWNT Raman spectrum,
and the SWNT bands were not investigated here.
7
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Figure 1.2: An extended scan of a MWNT thin film
A first order Raman feature, such as the G and D doublet, is very sensitive to defects
in the carbon sheets, whereas the second order spectra is very sensitive to staking disorder
along the crystallographic x-axis [4]. Baldan et al. showed that an intensity ratio of the
second order spectra, (D+G)/2D, was inversely related to the enhanced ordering of a
lamellar structure for reticulated vitreous carbon [4].
Surprisingly little work has been done correlating these second order features to
MWNT properties [2], despite evidence of their correlation with disorder of staked
graphene sheets. The G’ band generally more sensitive to environmental affects such
as stress [16], temperature [120], and effects of disorder [63]. The G and D doublet
was the focus of this report, because a comprehensive understanding of the fundamental
region is necessary to understand second and third order overtones and combinations.
However, the G’ band was seen to be more sensitive to laser sintering affects studied in
this work, and will be presented in the results.
8
1.4 Raman with variable excitation wavelength
Raman spectroscopy for MWNTs is most commonly used as just a single excitation
wavelength usually in the visible spectrum. Most reviews do not even mention the char-
acterization techniques possible with using multiple wavelength excitations [50, 6] when
comparing different optical characterization techniques such as Photoluminescence [53, 3]
or Rayleigh scattering [91] for CNTs. This is partly due to the fairly new field and com-
plex characterization methods of multiple wavelength spectroscopy. This section briefly
describes how multiple wavelength spectroscopy can benefit characterization techniques
for CNT and their composites.
Some Raman characteristics are sensitive to laser excitation energy and shift with
tuning of laser wavelength. This shifting is henceforth called “dispersion”, and such
Raman features such as the D and G’ peak position disperse at various rates, with
sensitivity depending on the microstructure [97]. This dispersion is well documented, and
physicists explain it is as a result of a double resonance process (DRR) [71]. Recently,
studies have identified that the dispersions have relationships with disorder and this
was used to optimize an oxidation process [48]. However, much work is required to
understand the differences in the dispersion between SWNTs [80], MWNTs [48], and
disorder carbons [24] because they all exhibit distinguishable characteristics.
For SWNTs, the number of discrete geometries available for diameters smaller than 3
nm, open up optical transitions throughout the visible excitation range [27]. This allows
9
for a resonance Raman process that allows for a selection of SWNTs in resonance with
specific excitation energies that match their optical transitions [99, 42, 19]. As the geome-
tries become more continuous with large diameter, the CNT’s optical transitions are not
experimentally observed, and little work has been done to calculate them. Thus larger
diameter CNTs, such as MWNTs, behave more like disordered carbon or graphite [25, 24]
rather than SWNTs.
For disordered carbons, and graphite, Raman spectroscopy is still dominated by a
resonance process which preferentially excites materials whose band gap matches exci-
tation energy [25, 24]. Tuning excitation energies to higher values has been understood
to resonate with σ bonds with a higher degree [25, 111], while lower excitation energies
resonate better with the pi bond [1, 80, 25]. If this holds true for the MWNT structure
and other carbons, this offers an interesting approach to monitor modifications to pi or
σ bonds more closely by tuning excitation energy.
1.5 Overview of research
This study first establishes a new fitting procedure to reduce uncertainty in monitoring
the G and D doublet characteristics in Chapter 2. A “standard” fit to the G and D doublet
is re-assessed by using pseudo-Voigt functions and a variation of peak assignments. A
new fitting procedure was found to lower uncertainty values for the most popular Raman
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characteristics of the G and D doublet: the G band peak position and the D/G integrated
intensity ratio.
To explore the enhancement of CNT composites through Raman spectroscopy, Chap-
ter 3 contains a study that monitors the evolution of a MWNTs microstructure through-
out an entire manufacturing process with the G and D doublet. Starting with purifica-
tion, functionalization, and assembly into a final nano-composite, the Raman spectrum
was recorded in an ex-situ fashion in between every processing step. Optimizing tech-
niques are suggested using the G and D doublet characteristics. Finally, optimization
of processing parameters was conducted using Raman spectroscopy for a laser sintering
process. Raman spectroscopy revealed the most optimal operating parameters for the
laser sintering process.
In Chapter 4, an experiment using multiple wavelength spectroscopy was conducted
to investigate how this relatively new and advanced experimental technique can be used
to assess microstructure strain and disorder. A pressurized filtration process, which in-
duces a hydrostatic stress on the MWNTs changed the DRR properties significantly. A
competition between C-C force constants and the DRR process was observed, where for
higher excitation energies, the C-C force constants overcame the DRR effects. Results in-
dicate that using higher excitation energies can avoid the DRR effects, by probing deeper
into σ bonds, representing a more accurate measurement for microstructural strain.
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CHAPTER 2
INVESTIGATION OF IMPROVED FITTING TECHNIQUES USING
THE PSEUDO-VOIGT FUNCTION
2.1 Objective
Throughout literature, current Raman analysis methods have used different line-shape
functions to interpret the G and D doublet. The combination of varying the number
of peaks fitted and line shape functions used will be referred henceforth as “peak as-
signments”. Various line-shape functions have been used in literature such as: pure
Gaussian/Lorentzian (G/L) [67, 68, 2, 83], pure L [72, 48], pure G [98], Breit-Wigner-
Fano/Lorentzian (BWF)/L [70, 38, 60], and pseudo-Voigt PV [30, 115, 123, 62, 18].
With multiple peak assignments referenced in literature, studies indicate that a more
reliable curve-fitting technique is required [115] or that current methods are limited by
the statistical uncertainty of parameters determined by curve fitting [83]. Here, the PV
function [36] will be investigated as a fit for the Raman G and D doublet to develop an
ideal curve fitting procedure based on the outcome and consistency of Raman charac-
teristics. Raman characteristics are eventually quantified into stress, crystalline size, or
effectiveness of functionalizations in the materials, and thus it is important to understand
and minimize any uncertainties associated with the fitting process.
The Voigt profile [47], a convolution between G and L functions, is an important
description of the symmetric features of spectral lines because of the practical goodness
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of fit to experimental data [36]. This function takes into consideration the G and L
characteristics contributed by a combination of broadening effects from thermal motion
of atoms, particle size, and instrument factors [47, 100, 36, 106]. Pure G line-shapes are
used for highly disordered carbons [98, 25], with extremely broad and rounded experimen-
tal profiles. Purely L line-shapes are commonly used for SWNT samples, because their
experimental profiles involve sharp and narrow features [73, 79, 72]. G/L mixed shapes
have been used more recently for hybrid carbons [30, 115, 123, 62, 18], such as MWNT
nano-composites, that exhibit intermediate experimental profiles resembling both disor-
dered carbons and SWNTs. Thus, a fit using a combination of G/L functions seems most
appropriate for investigating the spectra of these novel carbon materials which contain a
variety of carbon species.
The BWF function has been used to represent the G band for SWNTs [45, 11, 38, 104,
70, 65]. The presence of this asymmetric lineshape has been attributed to a resonance
with metallic CNTs [45] as the product of an interaction of a phonon with a continuum
of states [11] and also intrinsic with the formation of a band of plasmons within a bundle
of SWNTs [38, 70]. The BWF function is normally not applied to CNTs with large
diameters, such as the MWNTs studied here, but is a potential area of research for the
future.
The G and D doublet was investigated in detail using a variety of peak assignments
for the MWNT nano-composite studied here. In similar studies [83], optimum fits were
selected based on minimum χ2 values from a variety of carbonaceous materials. Here,
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goodness of fit will be presented, however, optimum fits will be selected based on moni-
toring in-situ temperature relationships of Raman characteristics. Temperature relation-
ships have been well documented for CNT structures and results from literature were
compared to our results [55, 34, 102, 52, 81, 22, 104, 121, 33, 33, 59]. The purpose of
this chapter is to provide and formulate alternative fitting procedures for the G and D
doublet with a variety of peak assignments using the PV function.
2.2 Background
2.2.1 The pseudo-Voigt function
The pseudo-Voigt function, stemming from a Voigt profile [36, 106], was introduced by
Wertheim et al. [112] and assumed equal linewidths of both G and L contributions. A
parameter of this function, the Gauss ratio, determines the lineshape’s G and L con-
tent [106]. Based on an assessment of several functions, Young et al. [116] determined
the pseudo-Voigt to be a good approximation to the Voigt with the added benefit of
improved computational time. This function was later developed for synchrotron X-ray
spectra by Thompson [100], and it can be represented mathematically as follows:
Φ(ν) = 2Al [ΦG(ν) + ΦL(ν)] (2.1)
Where
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ΦG (ν) =
G
Wl
√
ln 2
pi
exp
(
−4 ln 2
(
ν−Cl
Wl
)2)
ΦL (ν) =
L
piWl
[
1+4
(
ν−Cl
Wl
)2]
ν is the emission wavenumber,
Cl is the peak position of the spectral line,
Wl is the FWHM of the spectral line,
Al is the Area under the spectral line,
G and L are the Gaussian and Lorentzian shape factors respectively (G = 1− L).
The above function is used to evaluate the intensity, Φ(νi) at each of i spectral
wavenumbers, νi and the sum of the intensities for all lines gives the convoluted spectrum
with total intensity Mi at each spectral wavenumber as described in Eq. 2.2
Mi =
n∑
i=1
Φ(νi) (2.2)
The goodness of fit (GOF) is quantified [90] by the merit function, S = 1− ω, where
ω is described in Eq. 2.3. Hence, the merit function S approaches a perfect fit value
of 1 with the minimization of the objective function ω. The deconvolution algorithm
utilized in this study was performed with a Matlab-based genetic algorithm [77] for the
optimization of fit using theoretical equations for the pseudo-voigt function described
here.
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ω =

n∑
i=1
(Mi,exp −Mi)2
n∑
i=1
(
Mi,exp −M i
)2
 (2.3)
The results of a benchmark experiment in Fig. 2.1 validate the superior fit, and also
acted as a motivation for the rest of the experiment with multiple PV functions. The
G and D doublet is of a unique and slightly asymmetric shape that could have several
subbands hidden within. By carefully placing subbands within the G and D doublet to
produce the best possible GOF, the GOF was investigated with an increasing number
of subbands added. This process was done with PV, G, and L functions to emphasize
the difference in GOF between the different functions. The fits settle down into a steady
state after 7 peaks are assigned. This suggests that adding additional peaks past 7 would
not benefit the fitting process. Later in the results section, a variable number of PV
functions were fit to the G and D doublet and monitored during an in situ temperature
experiment, and the benefits of the additional peaks are assessed.
2.3 Experiment
The sample used for this study was MWNT paper composed of tubes with 10-20 nm
outer diameters, estimated using an SEM image (inset of Fig 2.2), and the sample was
an intermediate phase of a nano-composite manufacturing process. The details behind
the manufacturing of this sample are presented elsewhere [54]. Briefly, this thin, highly
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Figure 2.1: Benchmark experiment to prove the superior goodness of fit of the PV func-
tion compared to pure G and L functions. the three windows of a) b) and c) represent
the same figrue, with different axis limits to enhance the clarity of steady state GOF.
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condensed film of MWNTs was the product of a pressurized filtration process, with
no host matrix present and with unfunctionalized, as-received MWNTs. Without a
purification process prior to this filtration process, the presence of amorphous carbon
and residual metal catalysts are likely. The manufacturing process of this MWNT thin
film is discussed in detail in Section 3.2.
The Raman measurements were taken at the Center for Nanoscale Materials (CNM) at
the Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). The Raman measurements were made using a
50X long working objective. A confocal Raman microscope (Renishaw inVia) was utilized
with 514.5 nm excitation at a laser power of 9.5 mW, resulting in no laser-induced shifts in
the Raman bands. The sample was mounted in a temperature-controlled stage (Linkam
THMS600) held at 88K and increased to a temperature of 298K at a rate of 4 K/s,
with data collected at every 10K. These temperatures were held for five minutes, which
allowed the temperature to stabilize before each Raman measurement. In Fig. 2.2 a raw
Raman spectrum of the G and D doublet frequency range was shown.
2.3.1 Parameters of the genetic algorithm
Controlling the GA’s parameters were important to properly deconvolute the overlapping
sub-bands and improve clarity of temperature relationships of the G , D, and D’ peak
positions. Constraints for all spectral parameters were left relatively open on the initial
deconvolution with upper and lower bounds ±30%, respectively, of initial guesses for area
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Figure 2.2: The raw experimental Raman spectrum of the G and D doublet for a MWNT
thin film ”Paper”. The inset was an SEM image of the MWNT thin film.
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Table 2.1: Average minimum fit and number of iterations to convergence due to BSA
affinity for each peak assignment
Peaks Average gof Average # of iterations
7 PV 0.000756 2252
6 PV 0.000677 1341
5 PV 0.001042 795
3 PV 0.006492 443
and full width half max (FWHM). Peak positions were constrained much more due to
the subtle 2-3 cm−1 Raman shift that was expected for the temperature regime studied.
Thus, constraints for upper and lower bounds were ±0.5% respectively. After an initial
deconvolution with these constraints, new constraints were assigned based on outputs for
each variable across the temperature regime. Upper bounds increased and lower bounds
deceased respectively by half with respect to the range of outputs for each variable in the
first deconvolution. By tightening the constraints iteratively, the accuracy of the fitting
increased, with a search of a much smaller design space for the global minimum in GOF.
The GA’s bit string affinity (BSA) was held at 0.9 for this process, which was also set
as the termination tolerance. To ensure that the convergence was solely due to BSA, the
maximum number of iterations was set to a large value. For the additional PV functions
assigned past three, it is believed that the complex overlapping of PVs made it difficult
to converge, given the high number of average iterations in Table 2.1. Average fitness
20
values at convergence are also presented in Table 2.1. Surprisingly, 6 PV had a better
GOF than 7 PV.
The results yield precise values for relatively distinct Raman features of G, D and
D’. In addition, some of the sub-bands were found to have temperature dependencies.
The results will focus on the peak position relationships of G, D, and D’, and how
they are affected by the presence of neighboring sub-bands based on the different fitting
experiments.
2.3.2 PV peak assignments
Four different combinations of the pseudo-Voigt profile were adapted from literature and
presented in Fig. 2.3 with linear baselines for all fits between 1000-1800cm−1. The
simplest 3 PV peak fit in Fig.2.3a was very similar to other deconvolutions done on
MWNTs which used pure L functions for the G and D and a pure G function for D’ [2,
93, 68]. This three-peak fit has been called standard [93] and includes the D’ band
that is normally present in MWNTs. A four-peak fit was initially attempted with an
assignment of G, D, D’, and a peak at ≈1400cm−1, but the presence of this sub-band
caused a convergence with an unconventional I(D′) > I(G) characteristic. This intensity
ratio characteristic has only been reported for excitation wavelengths that are in the
infrared region [2], and since visible excitation was used here; this four peak assignment
was concluded to be unsuitable.
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Figure 2.3: Deconvoluted Raman G and D doublet using the 3 PV (a.), 5 PV (b.), 6 PV
(c.), and 7 PV (d.) peak assignments.
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For the five, six and seven peak assignments, their adapted origins came mostly from
literature of carbonaceous materials that had similar G and D doublet features [115, 123,
83]. These peak assignments all share two additional sub-bands with respect to the 3 PV.
The addition of two peaks at ≈1150 and 1500cm−1 have been included in the deconvolu-
tion process for disordered and amorphous carbon [25] and for pyrolyzed wood [115, 123]
as the T and A band, respectively. The T-band, at ≈1150cm−1, has been attributed
to sp3 bonding [115, 25] and is more distinct for ultraviolet (UV) excitation [25]. The
A band at ≈1500cm−1, has been attributed to amorphous carbon for soot [83], but for
densely packed double walled nanotubes (DWNT) samples, it was attributed to either
metallic nanotubes or an overlapping of peaks from several different diameters [67].
The six and seven peak assignments contain an additional I band that has been used
in a variety of carbons [83, 123]. For 6 PV, this peak was located at wavenumbers just
higher than the D band. This I band has been deconvoluted in literature as a L function
and has been attributed to a few different mechanisms including disorder, polyene chains,
and ionic impurities [83]. For the 7 PV, the I band was broken into two peaks, I1 and
I2, located at lower and higher wavenumbers with respect to the D band. With several
origins of the I band possible [83], the I band was split into two components for 7 PV.
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2.4 Results and Discussion
2.4.1 Gauss Ratios for various peak assignments
Each PV function assigned provided an output of 5 Raman characteristics: Intensity,
Integrated Intensity, full width half max (FWHM), peak position, and Gauss Ratio (GR).
The GR for every peak in each peak assignment was plotted vs. temperature in Fig. 2.4
except for the 3 PV fit. The 3 PV fit converged to 2 pure L (G and D bands) and a pure
G (D’ band), which matches up with literature where the same “standard” fit [93, 1] was
used. A few studies utilized the PV function [4, 123], however this is the first known
report of the GR.
The rest of the peak assignments (5, 6 and 7 PV) provided an output of different GRs
with different degrees of uncertainty. The 7 PV had the most uncertain GR values, due
to the high number of peaks assigned. On average, the PV functions in the 7 PV fit had
slightly higher GRs compared to the 5 and 6 PV fits. The 5 and 6 PV peak assignments
had GRs that were decreasing as the number of PV functions decreased. The need to
account for the absence of PV functions was provided by the “tails” of the L functions. It
is also noted that the 5 PV peak assignment’s D band converged to a L function, similar
to that of the so called “standard” 3 peak fit in literature [93, 1].
The 6 PV fit provided the most consistent GR values with the lowest uncertainty for
the Raman bands of interest in MWNT nano-composite studies (G, D and D’). The rest
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of the peaks assigned in the 6 PV fit converged to G functions. The average G band GR
was 0.44±0.021, 0.45±0.010, and 0.24±0.014 for 7, 6, and 5 PV fits respectively.
2.4.2 Varying D/G ratios with peak assignment
Crystallite size for the basal plane, La, has been estimated using intensity [123] and
integrated intensity [25] ratios of the G and D bands. However, errors have been reported
to be as large as 100% when compared with X-ray diffraction [17]. Here, we cannot
verify what peak assignment yielded the most accurate La because complementary X-ray
measurements were not taken, but qualitative comparisons to literature can be made.
Even without obtaining values, the D/G value can still be used to determine qualitative
increases in the crystallite size, La. The addition of sub-bands within the G and D
doublet or discrepancies in line-shape function could greatly affect the outcome of any
D/G ratio [123]. Using Eq. 2.4, a rough estimate of La was calculated, primarily to
observe any discrepancies that resulted from various peak assignments. El represents the
laser excitation energy and
I′D
I′G
represents the ratio of integrated intensities of G and D.
La(nm) = 560/El
4(
I ′D
I ′G
)−1 (2.4)
All PV fits had varying La values depending on the peak assignment. This emphasizes
the importance of peak assignments in Table 2.2. The D/G integrated intensity ratios
were averaged over the temperature data as no clear relationship was found for this
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Figure 2.4: The temperature dependencies of 7 PV (a.) 6 PV (b.) and 5 PV (c.) Gauss
Ratios (GRs). Error bars represent standard deviation for 3 deconvolutions.
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Table 2.2: Calculating La values based on D/G integrated intensity ratio
Equation 4
Peaks La(nm) ULa(nm)
7 PV 15.390 +/- 0.460
6 PV 15.116 +/- 0.299
5 PV 12.945 +/- 0.280
3 PV 17.354 +/- 0.515
temperature regime (88-298K). Table 2.2 displays the results of crystallite size, La, as
well as the systematic uncertainty, ULa . Crystallite sizes are of the same order, but
considerably smaller than those reported by Soin et al. [93], who applied Eq. 2.4 to
vertically grown MWNTs using the three peak fit. Soin et al. calculated La ≈30-60nm
depending on growth parameters [93]. The smaller size reported here, where La ≈12-
17nm could be attributed to the high density of the MWNTs, which could create tube-
tube defects and presence of amorphous carbon.
The 5 PV peak assignment had the lowest systematic uncertainty, closely followed
by 6 PV. Therefore, the 5 or 6 PV fit would be most desirable if one was attempting to
compare La qualitatively. Despite their low uncertainties, there was a difference between
the two La values for 5 and 6 PV, yielding 12.945 and 15.116 nm respectively; limiting
their use to only be qualitative. Eq. 2.4 was applied to CNTs using a 3 peak assignment
that was similar to the 3 PV studied here by Soin et al. [93]. This yielded the highest
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value of uncertainty for La in Table 2.2. Future work should involve the formulation of
an empirical relationship to quantitatively relate parameters of the G and D doublet to
La using the 5 PV peak assignment.
2.4.3 Temperature dependent peak positions of D, G and D’ bands
The G and D doublet was studied here for the temperature range (88K-298K), with an
emphasis on the transition between the two temperature regimes of Tc and Th. The
transition was relatively higher for the MWNT thin film (238K) compared to the tran-
sitions of other studies (150K) [33]. The relatively high transition temperature could
be indicative of an environment with a high density of MWNTs, with the absence of a
host matrix, and where only a small fraction residual particles and amorphous carbons
transfer strain between the MWNTs.
In order to determine the most appropriate peak assignment for accurately determin-
ing these shifts in peak positions, a linear function was fit to each temperature regime of
Th and Tc. This technique is similar to work from Vega et al., who fit a linear function
above and below the glass transition temperature (Tg) [105]. The relationships for the
Tc regime were not available for comparison from literature for any of the peaks studied,
however ∆ω
∆Tc
values are presented for this study in Table 2.3.
The proximity of the experimental ∆ω
∆T
values recorded here and literature was used
to help determine the most suitable peak assignment. However, CNT materials’ ∆ω
∆T
have
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been known to fluctuate with different tube types [34]. Thus, two additional parameters
were used for each peak assignment: the linear correlations to experimental data for each
linear fit (R2), and the average standard deviation of peak position (σω).
∆ω
∆T
values and
R2 values are given in Table 2.3 for each temperature regime. Table 2.4 includes σω
values for G, D, and D’.
The experimental ∆ωG
∆Th
values were lower for all peak assignments with respect to
literature, which used pure L functions, and obtained ∆ωG
∆Th
ranging from −0.026 to
−0.023 cm−1/K [22, 34]. 3 and 7 PV were closest to literature, both with values
−0.019 cm−1/K, while 5 and 6 PV both had a lower value of −0.014 cm−1/K. All
peak assignments had linear correlations of the same order; with 3 PV being the best,
followed by 6 PV.
The ∆ωD
∆Th
and
∆ωD′
∆Th
experimental values were larger for all peak assignments with
respect to literature, opposite from the decrease observed for ∆ωG
∆Th
. ∆ωD
∆Th
values were all of
the same order, with 3 and 6 PV having the closest values resembling those reported in
literature of −0.019 cm−1/K [22]. The best linear correlations belonged to 7 and 5 PV.
As for
∆ωD′
∆Th
values, 5 and 6 PV had the closest temperature relationships with respect
to literature of −0.029 cm−1/K [22], while 3 and 7 PV were much larger. Most accurate
R2 values for
∆ωD′
∆Th
belonged to 3 and 5 PV.
Values concerning ∆ω
∆Th
and their respective R2 favored various peak assignment for G,
D and D’ peak positions. Therefore, it is not possible to make distinct conclusions about
the most appropriate peak assignment based on comparing our experimental values to
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Table 2.3: Peak position temperature relationships for G, D and D’ for both the Tc and
Th temperature regimes.
88-238K 248-298K
∆ω
∆Tc
, ( cm
−1
K
) R2 ∆ω
∆Th
, ( cm
−1
K
) R2
G band position
7 PV -0.002 0.045 -0.019 0.682
6 PV -0.003 0.077 -0.014 0.704
5 PV -0.002 0.078 -0.014 0.632
3 PV -0.007 0.294 -0.019 0.750
D band position
7 PV -0.004 0.349 -0.022 0.574
6 PV -0.005 0.393 -0.020 0.474
5 PV -0.005 0.404 -0.021 0.592
3 PV -0.005 0.359 -0.020 0.498
D’ band position
7 PV -0.005 0.037 -0.038 0.738
6 PV -0.002 0.046 -0.029 0.655
5 PV -0.001 0.006 -0.030 0.804
3 PV -0.010 0.442 -0.038 0.940
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Figure 2.5: The temperature dependencies of G (a.) D (b.) and D’ (c.) peak positions.
Error bars represent standard deviation for 3 deconvolutions.
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Table 2.4: Average uncertainties for G, D, and D’ peak positions for three repeated
deconvolutions
Peaks σωG σωD σωD′
7 PV 0.306 0.046 0.694
6 PV 0.300 0.017 0.643
5 PV 0.197 0.024 0.554
3 PV 0.567 0.014 1.020
literature. Additional evidence for developing the most appropriate peak assignment were
found with uncertainty values, σω, in Table 2.4. These uncertainty values were calculated
as the average size of the error bars in Fig. 2.5 for the entire temperature regime, for
3 repeated deconvolutions. The σω values provide consistent evidence for supporting 5
PV as the most appropriate peak assignment for ωG and ωD′ , while 3 and 6 PV were
very close for the most consistent peak assignment with respect to the ωD value. By
inspection of Table 2.4, σωD was of almost an order of magnitude smaller than σωG and
σωD′ , and thus minimizing the uncertainty for ωG and ωD′ with the 5 PV assignment was
of greater significance.
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2.4.4 Temperature dependent FWHM of D, G and D’ bands
The D-band width was a Raman characteristic that is very sensitive to peak assignment.
A previous study by Zickler et al. [123] compared the D band width, γD, against heat
treatment times in pyrolyzed spruce wood using a 5 PV and a 2 PV fit. A large enhance-
ment of γD by about 400% from the 2 PV to the 5 PV fit [123] was observed. Here, the
enhancement was about 30% between the 5 PV and 3 PV fit because our D-band is much
sharper and distinct than for the spruce wood. Significant differences still remained in
the various peak assignments presented in Fig. 2.6 for γD. The D band appears to be
linear with temperature for the 3 PV fit in Fig 2.6b, however with the addition of more
PV functions the relationship appears contain two different regimes Tc and Th before and
after the transition ≈228 K. Past this transition temperature, the D band width seems
to have a linear relationship with temperature, with the slope values presented in Table
2.4 for each peak assignment.
In situ temperature data for γD has not been studied in literature as much as ωG
because it is not related to the C-C stretching modes, but instead related to various
defective sites on the surface of the CNT. Here its values were reported because distinct
differences were observed for ∆γD
∆T
between the two temperature regimes. Unfortunately
no values for ∆γD
∆T
for either temperature regime are known to compare with, so linear
correlation for the two regimes were used to measure the consistency of the peak as-
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Figure 2.6: The temperature dependencies for the D band width for all peak assignments
(a). Enhanced views for the 3 PV (b), 5 PV (c), 6 PV (d), and 7 PV (e) peak assignments.
The error bars represent the standard deviation for 3 repeated deconvolutions.
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signments in Table 2.4. Uncertainty for γD averaged out over both temperature regimes
(σγD) in Table 2.5 to compare as well.
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Figure 2.7: The temperature dependencies for the G band width for all peak assignments.
The error bars represent the standard deviation for 3 repeated deconvolutions.
The G band width temperature relationship ∆γG
∆T
was observed to have a linear trend
for the entire temperature regime. No transition was observed for the temperature range
observed here. ∆γG
∆T
values were available for comparison on studies with SWNTs and
DWNTs which had values to be 0.012 and 0.020 extrapolated from references [121, 104].
The DWNT ∆γG
∆T
value was substantially higher than for SWNTs in Ref [121, 104].
MWNTs were recorded here, and it should be expected that the ∆γG
∆T
values reported
should resemble the DWNTs more than the SWNTs.
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Table 2.5: D and G band FWHM temperature data
88-218K 88-298K 228-298K
∆γD
∆Tc
( cm
−1
K
) R2 ∆γD
∆Th
( cm
−1
K
) R2 ∆γG
∆T
( cm
−1
K
) R2
7 PV 0.005 0.160 0.039 0.955 0.013 0.547
6 PV 0.005 0.144 0.044 0.961 0.013 0.600
5 PV 0.010 0.207 0.061 0.922 0.021 0.724
3 PV 0.012 0.106 0.063 0.588 0.019 0.628
From inspection of Table 2.4, Table 2.5 and Fig. 2.6, the most accurate peak assign-
ments for ∆γ
∆T
values was between 5 and 6 PV because they produced the lowest (σγ)
values for G and D band respectively. From Fig. 2.6, a dynamic relationship for ∆γD
∆T
was
produced for all fits other the the “standard” fit of 3 PV. The 5 PV fit produced ∆γG
∆T
values which match better with references that suggest values for the MWNT sample
should be more similar to DWNTs rather than SWNTs [121, 104]. With the other fits
failing to achieve ∆γG
∆T
values larger than for DWNTs, here we conclude the 5 PV peak
assignment was most accurate for monitoring γ values.
2.4.5 Temperature dependent subbands of G and D doublet for MWNTs
Subbands have not yet been known to be within the MWNT G and D doublet, but they
offer opportunity to extract additional information about the MWNT microstrucutre.
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Table 2.6: Average uncertainties for G, D, and D’ FWHM for 3 repeated deconvolutions
Peaks σγG σγD σγD′
7 PV 0.206 0.122 1.567
6 PV 0.150 0.070 0.357
5 PV 0.110 0.142 0.663
3 PV 0.247 0.128 2.213
The subbands reported here, were deconvoluted in the 6 PV fit in Fig. 2.8. The 5
and 7 PV fits’ subbands did have some noticable temperature dependencies, however
the 6 PV emphasized their temperature relationships better. The T band, related to
sp3 vibrations [115, 83] and more noticeable for UV excitations [111], did not have any
noticeable temperature dependencies. The A band has been related to a vibrational mode
of amorphous carbon [83], and the I band has been related to the intercalation of ions
in the graphitic walls [115, 83], and both had pronounced temperature relationships in
Figure 2.8. The 6 PV fit had the most promising subband relationships with temperature.
Debatable temperature dependencies will not be discussed here, however the selected
characteristics of the 6 PV’s I and A bands will be discussed.
The A band’s peak position temperature relationship was observed in Fig. 2.8b. The
A band’s temperature relationship was very similar to that of the G, D, and D’ bands
observed in Section 2.4.5, where little to no change occurs in the cold temperature regime
(Tc), and after the transition temperature at ≈238K, the peak position begins to decrease
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with a slope of ≈-0.036 cm−1/K. This value is larger than the temperature relationship
reported for the G band in section 2.4.3. It is normal to see disorder and amorphous
carbon having larger ∆ωG
∆T
values than for MWNTs [22]. This temperature relationships
confirms the identity of this subband and could potentially allow for a quantification
of amorphous carbon with respect to intrinsic MWNT vibrations using an integrated
intensity ratio
I′A
I′G
.
Resolving the I band with temperature could lead to possible applications to monitor-
ing the functonalization of the MWNTs because of its association with particles and ions
within the graphitic walls of CNTs [115, 83]. By inspection of the FWHM temperature
relationship in Fig. 2.8c, there appears to be a minimum in FWHM at ≈150K. This
may be a indicator of the penetration of N2 molecules that were used to cool the MWNT
thin film to extremely low temperatures. Another property of the I band, was the I-1
band’s peak position relationship for the 7 PV fit. A global critical point was observed
for peak position, just as the I band’s FWHM for the 6 PV fit. This band shows promise
for future applications of in-situ functionalization studies.
2.5 Conclusion
The pseudo-Voigt function, in combination with new sub-bands to the MWNT anal-
ysis, provided resolvable Raman-temperature relationships for ωG and D/G integrated
intensity ratios with good fits. Calculating residual stress and identifying the transition
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temperature where ∆ωG
∆T
changes are important because these can define the strength of a
CNT composite [55, 33]. Despite various evidence supporting each peak assignment, the
most desirable consistencies for Raman analysis for CNTs are with ωG and D/G since
they are used extensively to assess CNT composite properties. With this in mind, the
5 PV provided the most reliable fit for the G and D doublet for both of these Raman
characteristics.
The ∆γ
∆T
values are not as established in literature, with comparisons only available
for SWNTs [104] and DWNTs [121]. However, results indicate that γD had a dynamic
temperature relationship that was revealed with the consideration of additional PV func-
tions into the G and D doublet, while this relationship was masked for the “standard”
fit. These new peak assignments open the door for additional studies of the relationship
of γD with respect to physical properties such as MWNT diameter distribution [2].
However, monitoring the GA parameters in Table 1, the 6 PV fit was interesting in
regards to the low gof it produced compared to all other peak assignments. The 6 PV
fit consistently performed second best for La and all σω values, while performing best
for σγD and σγD′ values. The 6 PV was also the showcased fit for Section 2.4.5, which
investigated the temperature relationships for the subbands. For future work, the 6 PV
may be a candidate for further investigation.
Determining the merit for each peak assignment may also require consideration of the
consistences within the sub-bands’ characteristics, such as the T, I, or A bands. The sub-
bands could yield valuable information about the variously hybridized microstructure of
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a CNT sample. However, sometimes a simple 3 PV deconovlution could be more practical
if such detailed information is not desired. This “standard” 3 PV deconvolution would
take less computing power and time, but the increased uncertainty of peak positions
would also be adopted. Future work is required on relating physical properties for CNT
structures to the G and D doublet. This study suggests the 5 PV peak assignment is
the most promising for future studies, yielding the most consistent ωG, γG, and D/G
characteristics.
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CHAPTER 3
OPTIMIZING THE MANUFACTURING PROCESSES OF
CNT-COMPOSITES WITH RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY
3.1 Objective
This chapter will investigate the manufacturing process for selected CNT composites
through systematic characterization. The goal is to investigate and propose optimiza-
tion techniques by monitoring trends in Raman characteristics for various manufactur-
ing parameters. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been added as reinforcing fibers to
nanocomposites ever since they were investigated by Ijima et al [37]. These super strong
CNTs are promising reinforcements, with a Young’s modulus theoretically [82] and ex-
perimentally [117] calculated at the nano-scale to be approximately 1 TPa. However,
they have yet to reach their full potential for mechanical strength when manufactured as
nano-composites.
Challenges in developing CNT composites arise from inefficient load transfer to the
nanotubes caused by slippage between the fiber-matrix interface [57]. CNTs also tend to
agglomerate, and agglomerates of CNTs can act as stress concentration points reducing
the mechanical properties of the nano-composites [61]. The concept of functionalizing
the CNTs by grafting chemical groups on its surface which act as anchors between the
fiber-matrix interface, and using dispersion agents, have helped the progress of improv-
ing mechanical properties of CNT-composite [107, 122]. Proper functionalization and
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assembly of CNTs need to be investigated in detail to discover optimal conditions for
manufacturing of nanocomposites. The ability to use a consistent method to monitor the
microstructure changes of CNTs over an entire manufacturing process, such as Raman
spectroscopy, can potentially allow for the tailoring of these nanocomposites to optimize
specific properties.
In this chapter, emphasis will be given to the G and D bands. The G and D doublet
feature has been used to quantify defect density on the CNT’s surface using the D/G
ratio of integrated intensities [4]. This ratio will be used to qualitatively relate defect
concentrations on the MWNT surface across the different stages of the manufacturing
processes. The G band position can also quantify stress of both hydrostatic [108, 60]
and uni-axial [51, 28] types, with up-shifts or down-shifts in peak position of the G band
respectively. These above properties can be extracted from a relatively narrow frequency
range on the Raman spectra that encompasses the G and D doublet (1200-1700cm−1).
Other bands in the Raman spectra exist that could potentially yield additional informa-
tion, such as a second order defect induced band, D’(1610cm−1). This has been used as
an indicator of covalently attached particles to the MWNT side walls [15]. However, this
study will focus on the more commonly known G and D band characteristics in detail.
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3.2 Background for processes studied
Since the application of this Raman optimization technique depends highly on the ma-
terial manufacturing processes. The results must be given context by first introducing
the separate manufacturing processes studied, and giving definition to all of the samples
studied. Two different application of this technique were investigated, the first being
an examination of the microstructure evolution throughout a polymer based MWNT
composite manufacturing process, and the second being a study on specific processing
parameters for laser sintering on a ceramic based MWNT composite. The starting con-
stituents for all materials in this section were multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs),
which were received from Nanolab, Inc. (length: 5-20 /mum).
The manufacturing process was studied in an ex-situ fashion starting with as-received
MWNT constituents (CNT-P) up to the final product that was a multi-functional poly-
mer nanocomposite (NC-F) [54]. This process includes the functionalization of the
MWNTs using polyhedral oligomeric silsequioxane (POSS). Then the rest of the manu-
facturing processes included the functionalized MWNTs, in addition to a control variable
of pristine MWNTs.
The second process studied, was a detailed examination of a single phase of a different
manufacturing process for a ceramic based MWNT composite. This material would
be eventually applied to a rocket combustion coatings, allowing for the combustion of
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propellants at higher temperatures [29]. Specific manufacturing parameters for laser
sintering of a MWNT-TiO2 mixed paper were optimized with Raman spectroscopy.
3.2.1 MWNT-compsite: Oxidation and functionalization
The as-received CNTs (CNT-P) were oxidized with a mixture of nitric acid (HNO3) and
sulfuric acid (H2SO4) in an ultrasonic bath. The oxidized CNTs (CNT-O) were dried
and then grinded into powder with a mortar. A mixture of acid-modified CNTs, thionyl
chloride (SOCl2 with large amount) and N, N-dimethylformamide was dispersed in an
ultrasonic bath. The residual SOCl2 was removed by the reduced pressure distillation
method to yield acyl chloride functionalized CNTs (CNTs-COCl). The CNTs-COCl,
POSS-NH2 and Et3N as catalyst were added in a glass flask and dispersed by CHCl3.
The mixture was suspended in an ultrasonic bath, and stirred by magnetic stirrer in an
oil bath under high purified N2 atmosphere. The product obtained was vacuum-filtered
and washed five times with excess CHCl3 to remove the residual of POSS molecules then
dried to yield neat POSS-g-CNT (CNT-F).
3.2.2 MWNT-compsite: Pressurized filtration
The functionalized CNTs(CNT-F) were transferred into a 1000mL beaker and 400 mL
of deionized water was added. The solution was sonicated, then cooled down to room
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temperature and a surfactant was added into the solution. The solution was sonicated
again and then cooled down to room temperature. Finally, the as-prepared suspensions
were sonicated briefly and immediately transferred into a filtration system.
The CNT paper was made by filtering the suspension through 0.4µm hydrophilic
polycarbonate membrane under a high-pressure filtration system. Once the paper was
made, the filter with the CNT paper was carefully removed and placed onto another piece
of paper where the filter was detached. The remaining CNT paper was dried in an oven.
This process was done separately for two different CNT powder constituents, CNT-P and
CNT-F. The products of this pressurized filtration was Paper-F and the control sample,
Paper-P as seen in Fig. 3.1.
3.2.3 MWNT-compsite: Resin infusion
Vacuum-assisted resin transfer molding (VARTM) process has been widely used to pro-
duce low-cost, high quality, and geometrically complicated composite parts. In this study,
the VARTM process was used to fabricate the CNT paper based nanocomposites, which
were carried out in three steps. In the first step, CNT papers, (Paper-P and Paper-F)
were placed on the bottom half of a mold. After that, a peel ply, resin distribution
media, and vacuum bag film were placed on the top of fiber mats. The vacuum film
bag was then sealed around the perimeter of the mold and a vacuum pump was used to
draw a vacuum within the mold cavity. The next step was the mold filling during which
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Figure 2: Summary of all intermediate samples of the manufacturing process, split into 
two main processes: functionalization and paper processing. The dotted lines around 
CNT-G indicates an intermediate stage that was not studied here. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Functionalization process 
paper processing into nano-composite 
pressurized 
filtration  
vacuum assisted 
resin transfer 
molding (VARTM) 
Figure 3.1: Summary of all intermediate samples of the manufacturing process, split into
two main processes: functionalization and paper proc ssing. The dotted lines around
CNT-G indicates an intermediate stage that was not studied here.
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resin was sucked into the mold under atmospheric pressure. In the VARTM process, the
distribution media provided a high permeability region in the mold cavity, which allowed
the resin to quickly flow across the surface of the laminate and then wet the thickness of
the laminate. Therefore, the dominant impregnation mechanism in the VARTM process
was the through-thickness flow of resin. In the final step, the composite part was cured
at the room temperature and then post-cured in an oven, producing the final product
NC-F, and the control sample NC-P.
3.2.4 MWNT-TiO2 paper and laser sintering
The laser sintering process for the MWNT-TiO2 thin film was done to the paper that was
a product of a pressurized filtration process. TiO2 ceramic nanoparticles with an average
size of around 300 nm were used in the paper-making process. The MWNT-TiO2 mix was
created in four stages: (1) dispersing MWNTs into water using high energy sonication; (2)
dispersing ceramic nanoparticles into water by sonication; (3) mixing the two solutions
together to create a uniform suspension of MWNTs and ceramic nanoparticles, and (4)
infiltrating the suspension through a filter.
Laser sintering of the MWNT thin film was performed using a SPI G3.0 laser system
with a wavelength of 1064 nm. This system was operated in a pulsed mode with a
pulse duration of 200 ns. It is delivered and focused through a laser scan head (ScanLab,
HurryScan 14) onto the surface of the MWNT-TiO2 thin film, that is positioned by three
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linear motion stages (Newport ILS 100PP) in X, Y and Z directions. The scan head has
a lens with a 100-mm focal length, and the focused laser beam has a spot diameter of
≈30 µm. To avoid chemical reactions with the ambient air, argon gas was applied in the
laser sintering environment during laser sintering of MWNT thin film. More details of
this MWNT-TiO2 thin film paper was presented in recently published work [29].
3.3 Results of Ex-situ Raman spectroscopy for a MWNT-composite’s
manufacturing processes
Quantifying the disorder and stress throughout a manufacturing process with Raman
spectroscopy will be investigated to present optimization techniques for creating these
novel materials. By monitoring the microstructure development with Raman, specific
microstructure characteristics can be optimized. In this section, the focus will be on
assessing the manufacturing process with regards to the improvement of the reinforcement
capability of the nanotubes for structural applications.
3.3.1 Raman investigation of oxidation and functionalization of MWNTs
The first step of this process, oxidation, has been studied before by Osswald et al. with
Raman spectroscopy [68]. With the D/G ratio as a good indicator for monitoring the
defects on MWNT surface [68], Osswald et al. was able to determine the optimal con-
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linear 
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Figure 3.2: The D/G ratio (a) and the G peak position (b) for the intermediate samples
of the functionalization process. Lines indicate the experimental trends for the ex-situ
process. The error bars represent the standard deviation after sampling 10 random
locations on each sample.
ditions to purify the MWNTs without damaging them, which can be a concern in the
oxidation process [67]. Here the oxidation process was an acid treatment which not only
removes amorphous carbon, but also introduces defects along the MWNT surface [96].
The D/G ratio increased between samples CNT-P and CNT-O, indicating the effects
from acid treatment in Fig 3.2a. To optimize the oxidation process with Raman spec-
troscopy, disorders between -COOH groups and amorphous carbon need to be quantified
separately. Currently, the D/G ratio represents a combination of both types of disorders,
and can only quantify the amount of disorder in general. Section 2.4.5 discusses alterna-
tive fitting procedures where sub-bands could give a way to distinguish the two different
origins of disorders with Raman spectroscopy.
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The following steps of the functionalization process were to graft POSS using SOCl2
as a precursor. The D/G ratio did not change during this functionalization process from
CNT-O to CNT-F as shown in Fig 3.2a. The POSS molecules did not increase the defect
concetration on the MWNTs because they bonded to -COOH functional groups that were
are introduced on the MWNT surface during the oxidation process. This could enhance
mechanical properties, by changing surface properties of the MWNTs, such as roughness
and improving interface with the matrix. Large amounts of stress could transmit between
fiber and matrix via functional groups i.e. surface defects.
The results show the G peak position had an up-shift and then a down-shift for the
oxidation and grafting process respectively. Depicted in Fig. 3.2b, the uncertainty for
peak position from sample to sample is of similar order to the observed peak shifts, due
to the large inhomegenity in each sample . This large uncertainty relative to any changes
from functionalization has been reported before [68]. It remains unclear if the observed
peak position shift are induced by a increased load transfer or a electronic charging of
MWNTs. Because of the large inhomegenity, the G band peak shifts could have other
origins besides stress, such as a down-shift from the creation of sp3 bonds [25] or an up-
shift and down-shift could be correlated with acceptor or donor dopants respectively [78].
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3.3.2 Raman investigation of pressurized filtration and resin infusion of
MWNTs and MWNT papers
This process was compared between a control variable constituent of as-received pristine
tubes, and functionalized tubes. This process converts the MWNT particles (CNT) into
the final product (NC). The D/G ratio increased for both the pristine and functionalized
tubes as seen in Fig. 3.4a. A large decrease in D/G ratio was observed for Paper-
P with respect to Paper-F. This was indicative of the POSS molecules preventing an
increased defect concentration. The as-received MWNTs in Paper-P contained residual
metal catalysts and amorphous carbon, which unlike the POSS molecules, damaged the
MWNT structure when subjected to high hydrostatic pressure.
For the pressurized filtration process, the G peak position behaved similar between
both pristine and functionalized MWNTs, up-shifting more 10 cm−1. Up-shifting has
been reported in literature to be attributed to hydrostatic pressure [108, 60]. The
MWNTs were compressed and increased to a higher density, thus this up-shift seemed
to be clearly due to hydrostatic pressure. Optimizing the pressurized filtration process
for mechanical properties would require a large up-shift in G band peak position (high
hydrostatic pressure). This would indicate a higher density of reinforcing fibers and pre-
loading. However a high density should not be substituted for an increase in disorder,
and thus a minimum D/G ratio should be maintained.
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Figure 3.3: the D/G ratio (a) and the G peak position(b) for the pressurized filtration and
resin infusion processes. The two dotted lines represent the two different interpretations
for deconvoluting NC-F Raman spectra (sect. 3.3.2).
The G peak position down-shifted for both resin infused samples, with the NC-F
obtaining a larger down-shift in Fig 3.3b. As the resin is being infused, it is proposed that
the resin is pulling and stretching the MWNTs and their functional groups. This pulling
behavior was similar to a uni-axial strain [51, 28], during which observes a downshift in G
peak position is observed. This downshift was attributed to an increase in load transfer of
the MWNTs, and the larger downshift for the functionalized sample represents a greater
degree of compatibility with the host resin through improved interface properties.
The proposed mechanism for the downshifting of the G band was illustrated in Fig.
3.4. It was attributed to a combination of the drawing of the resin during the VARTM
process discussed in Section 3.2.3, and a coefficient of thermal expansion mismatch be-
tween the resin and MWNTs [113]. Optimizing the resin infusion process for enhanced
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mechanical properties, would require obtaining a maximum stretching of the MWNTs,
which would be measured by the magnitude of the G-band downshift while maintaining
a minimum D/G ratio. The stretching of CNTs during a manufacturing process has been
attributed to enhanced mechanical and electrical properties [109].
 
Figure 6: schematic of the downshifting mechanism of the G band, caused by a pulling 
or stretching of the MWNT by resin infusion. 
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Figure 3.4: schematic of the downshifting mechanism of the G band, caused by a pulling
or stretching of the MWNT by resin infusion.
The resin infusion process produced distinct differences in the Raman spectrum be-
tween the functionalized and pristine tube samples. Differences were so great, that
previous deconvolution techniques were not sufficient in resolving Raman characteristics.
the NC-F and NC-P spectra in Fig. 3.5c and d. The G and D doublet of the NC-F
spectra had very low intensity, ≈1/150 of the NC-P intensity. Improving intensity may
be achieved using a different laser excitation wavelength that is closer to the modified
microstructures optical transition energy. To extract accurate D/G ratios and peak po-
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sitions from this unconventional D and G doublet, a novel deconvolution procedure was
used for interpreting the NC-F Raman spectra.
The NC-F spectrum was interpreted here in two ways, using a linear (Fig. 3.5e),
or 3rd order polynomial (Fig. 3.5f) for baseline removal. All other conventional G and
G doublets were deconvoluted with a linear baseline. However with NC-F, the linear
baseline caused the D and G doublet to lose its shape, with extreme broadening of
D, which yielded a D/G ratio to be approximately 30. This ratio was extremely large
compared to other spectra of conventional D and G doublet shape, by over an order of
magnitude. With the linear baseline producing such a large D/G ratio, an alternative
baseline fit of the spectrum was used. The baseline was removed with a 3rd order
polynomial that resulted in a more doublet-like appearance, with the D/G ratio being
0.5 (Fig. 3.5e), more comparable samples studied earlier in the manufacturing process.
The most important evidence that supports the use of the 3rd order polynomial
baseline is the smaller D/G ratio from NC-P to NC-F. The control sample for the final
product underwent resin infusion with pristine MWNTs resulting in the damaging of these
unfunctionalized MWNTs during this process. The resin infusion for the NC-F sample
had functional groups on the MWNT that the resin bonded to, preventing the resin from
directly interacting with the MWNT structure. The decrease in the D/G ratio actually
supports evidence that the resin infusion continued to remove defects in the nanotubes,
possibly correcting tube-tube defects from the pressurized filtration process or diffusing
any left over amorphous carbon into the resin matrix. The D/G ratio across this process
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for both samples was presented in Fig. 3.3a. By investigation of microscope images in
Fig. 3.5a and b, The NC-F sample appears to have a much smoother and homogeneous
surface than the control sample, NC-P. This was additional evidence that supports NC-F
was best fit with the polynomial.
No Raman bands of the resin were observed in the NC-P spectrum within the G and
D doublet frequency range. The prior statement also suggests that the NC-F spectrum’s
sub-bands within the G and D doublet are not of resin origin. Sub-bands in this region
have been noticed before from the ends of nanotubes [35], and these ends of CNTs
are places of increased heterogeneous electron transfer [76]. With the NC-F samples
being more electrically conductive than NC-P, these sub-bands support the notion of an
increased amount of sites for heterogeneous electron transfer. Studies on doped CNTs [78]
also contained similar low frequency modes that were attributed to donor dopants. The
identification and classification of these unidentified sub-bands, deconvoluted in Fig.
3.5f, will be the basis of future work to better understand the fiber-matrix electronic
interaction.
3.4 Optimizing laser sintering parameters with Raman spectroscopy
Laser sintering melts the TiO2 nanoparticles and encapsulates them around the MWNT
structure. The goal for this section was to use Raman spectroscopy to find the op-
timum laser sintering parameters that would achieve maximum bonding of the encap-
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sulating TiO2 particles to MWNT structure, while simultaneously, not damaging the
MWNT structure. Before the sintering parameters were optimized, the Raman spectra
was checked to verify the integrity of MWNT structure. The presence of intact MWNT
structures were supported by the intensity increase of the G band with respect to D from
unsintered to sintered samples. The G band is an intrinsic features of the MWNT, while
the D band is a disorder induced phonon [20].
Two sintering parameters of laser fluence(J/cm2) and scanning speed (mm/s) were to
be optimized. Using similar Raman characteristics as the ex-situ manufacturing process,
D/G ratio and G band peak position were of primary focus because they represent defect
concentration in MWNT surface, and strain in the C-C bonds respectively. Therefore,
to optimize fluence and scanning speed, D/G ratio was desired to be a minimum, while
the down-shifting of the G band peak position was to be maximum.
By investigation of Fig. 3.6b, the D/G ratio’s dependence on scanning speed was
dependent on the fluence of the laser. For most fluences, the D/G ratio was positively
correlated with increased scanning speed. For an intermediate fluence of 2.2 J/cm2,
the D/G ratio was negatively correlated with scanning speed. This negative correlation
was desirable, because this indicated the capability of the laser light to selectively remove
amorphous carbon or impurities from the material and has been observed in laser sintered
photocatalytic coatings [14]. Unfortunately, a global minimum was not present in this
experimental trial, but results here suggest that the optimum scanning speed will be
greater that 150 mm/s, outside of the scanning speed regime studied here. Fig. 3.6a was
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Figure 3.6: Raman I(D/G) values for laser sintering process parameters. The dotted
lines represent the unsintered spectral parameters for I(D/G)
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an instance where the G’ band intensity was more sensitive to the laser sintering effects
than D. The G’ band is intrinsic to the MWNT structure [22], and a higher intensity
would be correlated with a higher purity. Its relationship with scanning speed and laser
fluence was the same as the D/G ratio, only more pronounced.
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Figure 3.7: Raman G band position values for laser sintering process parameters. The
dotted lines represent the unsintered spectral parameters for G band position.
The G peak position was investigated in a somewhat detailed fashion for this sin-
tering process to understand the molecular strains taking place in the MWNT structure
during this process. When the TiO2 particle is melted and encapsulates the MWNT
structure, the molten TiO2 structure also agglomerates with neighboring particles. This
agglomeration induces a movement of the particles, that stretches the MWNTs. This
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stretching of the MWNTs is desirable, and is indicative through a down-shift of the G
peak position, similar to uni-axial strain [51, 28].
Fig 3.7 has G peak position data for the sintering parameters of fluence and scanning
speed. The down-shifting relationship with scanning speed was consistent with interme-
diate laser fluences of 2.2 and 1.9 J/cm2. This consistent G band relationship is desirable
and agrees with the D/G relationship; that the optimum scanning speed is above 150
mm/s for a fluence of 2.2 J/cm2. However the sporadic relationship with peak position
and scanning speed for the maximum and minimum laser fluences of 2.5 and 1.6 J/cm2
respectively, do not have a consistent relationship. This sporadic relationship is proposed
to be the result of an inconsistent pulling behavior that is caused by the viscosity of the
molten particles. The intermediate fluences melts the TiO2 particles to an appropri-
ate temperature where the viscosity of the molten TiO2 particle is compatible with the
surface of the MWNT structure.
3.5 Concluding remarks
The results from the ex-situ data shows that the optimization of an entire manufacturing
process can be achieved by isolating processing parameters and testing their influences
on the Raman spectrum. Results presented in this section, were conducted with a single
laser excitation, however similar experiments in the future will include variable excitation
Raman spectroscopy. The same technique used in this section with additional excitation
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energies could unveil how the different CNT species (diameter and chirality combinations)
will behave under resonance conditions. The next chapter will explore the benefits of
using variable Raman excitation
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CHAPTER 4
MULTIPLE WAVELENGTH SPECTROSCOPY TO CHARACTERIZE
CNT STRUCTURES
The double resonance Raman (DRR) phenomenon has been used to explain results ob-
tained via multiple wavelength spectroscopy from many different types of carbon based
materials [24]. The origin of this phenomenon and the benefits for characterizing mi-
crostructure using multiple wavelength spectroscopy will be investigated. This section
will investigate and compare results obtained here from the DRR experimental data
obtained before and after the pressurized filtration process of the MWNT-composite
discussed in Section 3.2.2.
4.1 Introduction
The electronic transition energies for SWNT structure is so sensitive that it allows for
specific identification of (n,m) indices’s by tuning laser excitation energy [42, 27]. This
extremely sensitive Raman cross section for SWNTs, is produced from a strong coupling
that occurs between the electrons and phonons in the quasi 1-D CNTs [20]. Raman
scattering for carbons is a resonant process. Therefore, a CNT whose resonant electronic
transition energy (Eii) matches the excitation energy will be preferentially excited [24, 41].
The Raman process is not so sensitive for MWNTs because of the large number of
discrete geometries that can exist for the larger CNT diameters as discussed in Section
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1.2. For MWNTs, the Raman cross section is reduced from a decreasing 1-D character
of the larger outer walls [44]. For these reasons the Raman spectrum from MWNTs is
easily comparable to graphite and disordered carbon [6].
For the DRR effects, literature has reported results that could tie a connection be-
tween the multiple phases of carbon nanostructures. Comparing DRR experimental
results, it has been shown that SWNTs [80] could behave similar to graphite [24]. Inter-
estingly, a similar study showed that the purification of MWNTs [48] behaved differently
from defect healing reported for SWNTs [80] and graphite [24]. This comparison sug-
gests that MWNTs could exhibit unique properties that do not exist in either graphite
or SWNTs.
4.1.1 Background in double resonance Raman spectroscopy
A physical explanation of the DRR effect is associated with elastic phonons scattering
close to the K and Γ point of the graphite Brillouin zone [1, 85, 86, 101]. If any Raman
characteristic is dependent on the laser excitation, it could be due to a DRR effect [26].
It has been an area of recent research to relate the DRR phenomenon to disorder for
SWNTs [80], MWNTs [48, 93], and other carbons [24, 111]. These findings are not always
consistent because of the wide array of carbon materials and origin of defects in these
studies. The most popular DRR features for the CNTs is the D band, where the intensity
and peak position are very sensitive to laser excitation energy [71, 58]. The D band is
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also associated with a scattering event involving a pi electron [80]. With the D bands
intensity increasing significantly at lower excitation energies, the pi bond obtains a better
resonance condition. Alternatively, when excitation energies are higher, the probability
for the scattering event to involve a σ electron is 250-300 times larger [111, 25]. This
coincides with a very intense G band in the Raman spectrum for excitation approaching
ultraviolet (UV) with a resonance condition favoring the σ bond.
4.2 Multiple wavelength spectroscopy experiment
Samples consisted of MWNTs received from Nanolabs, which were approximately 20nm
diameter and 10 µm in length. The two samples studied were extracted from an inter-
mediate phase of a manufacturing process of a multi-functional MWNT-polymer nano-
composite [54]. The two samples, CNT and Paper, represent the sample before and after
the pressurized filtration process respectively as discussed in Section 3.2.2. SEM images
were taken of the CNT and Paper sample in Fig. 4.1.
An InVia Raman Microscope was used to study the CNT-composite with multiple
laser excitations (633, 514, 442, and 325nm). The laser dot size for this experiment
was ≈ 1 µm2 with a 50x objective. All laser excitations were calibrated with a Silicon
peak of 520 cm−1 before measurements. The excitation of 325 nm required the longest
exposure time of 300 sec because its laser power was only 1 mW. Laser powers used
for 422, 514, and 633 nm excitation were 10, 9.5, and 12.5 mW respectively. Thus,
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 Figure 4.1: SEM images of the MWNT thin film after pressurized filtration (Paper)
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accumulation times for these visible excitations were relatively short (30 seconds). The
sample was visually checked to ensure there was no thermal damage from laser heating.
Multiple measurements were taken at random locations of both samples for all laser
excitation energies and the variation in data is represented by error bars for the figures
in the results section.
A deconvolution method using 5 PV functions, discussed in Section 2.3.2, was used
to evaluate the results of the G and D doublet. 5 peaks were assigned as the T band
1200 cm−1, D band 1380 cm−1, A band 1480 cm−1, G band 1590 cm−1, and D’ band
1610 cm−1. This 5 PV peak assignment is valid for the visible excitation used. However
for the UV excitation, the G and D doublet was only fitted with D, A, and G bands
because of a different G and D doublet shape in Fig. 4.2. Here, DRR effects are reported
for D, G and D’ bands with reference to excitation energy (eV ).
Several spectral characteristics were monitored including peak position (ω), full width
half max (FWHM, γ), and the D/G integrated intensity ratio. These characteristics were
monitored for every laser excitation and differences between these characteristics, before
and after the pressurized filtration process, will henceforth be preceded with a δ. For
example, the change in G band peak position (Paper(ωG)−Pristine(ωG)) for this process
will be refereed to as δωG, and a different value will exist for every excitation energy.
The DRR effects were also investigated and the relationship of a Raman characteristic
with excitation energy will be preceded by a ∆. For example, the DRR effect for the
D band peak position would be referred to as ∆ωD which commonly has a linear slope
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Figure 4.2: The Raman spectrum for each of the different excitation energies of 3.8(a.),
2.8(b.), 2.41(c.), and 1.96(d.) eV respectively.
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of 50 cm−1/eV for most carbon based materials [86]. While DDR effects have been
investigated as linear functions [48, 69], recent studies have assigned them as higher
order functions [93]. Some results here will be referring to the DRR process as linear,
but some of the experimental results for the pressurized filtration process suggest they
are of a higher order. For DRR processes that produce linear relationships between
excitation energy and the Raman characteristic, slopes are considered here to be quenched
or enhanced if it approaches zero or increases in magnitude respectively. A DRR process
for higher order functions could also be considered to be quenched if there is a reduction
in the magnitude of the higher order coefficients, resulting in less pronounced maxima
and minima.
4.3 Experimental Results from Multiple Wavelength Spectroscopy for a
pressurized filtration process
4.3.1 Peak positions results
The ∆ωD was observed to be enhanced for the pressurized filtration process in Fig. 4.3a.
Literature reports that an enhancement of this feature is attributed to defect healing
in SWNTs [80], the graphitization of hydrogenated tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta-
C:H) [24], and from lack of defects when comparing SWNTs and MWNTs [69]. Here, a
quenching of the maxima and minima in the ∆ωD function was observed. By inspection of
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experimental data by Ferrari et al. [24], a better linear correlation (R2) could be observed
in the DRR process for the graphitization of ta-C:H at higher annealing temperatures,
which is the equivalent of a quenching of second and third order features.
The D band revealed that the there were no healing affects intrinsic to the pressurized
filtration process. However, an increased linear correlation was observed for ∆ωD was
similar to a graphitization process. This indicates that a mild organization and conden-
sation of the MWNTs assembles the microstructure, similar to that of a graphitization
process. This suggests that the linear correlation of ∆ωD could potentially optimize the
assembly of the microstructure for the pressurized filtration process
The G band peak position normally does not disperse with SWNTs [94], but some-
times it disperses linearly with low R2 values for MWNTs [48] or even with high R2
values for disordered carbons [24]. MWNTs have been reported to possess DRR features
in a study by Lee et al., where ∆ωG was quenched from defect healing during a plasma
oxidation process [48]. Before pressurized flitration, ωG for the DRR process was not
observed to be linear, but dynamic with pronounced local maxima and minima with
respect to laser excitation energy. After the pressurized filtration process, the local min-
imia and maxima disappeared for∆ωG, as the G band converged to 1577 cm
−1 for visible
excitations in 4.3b.
The ωG was also investigated per excitation and an up-shift only occurred for higher
excitation energies of 3.8 and 2.8 eV , while down-shifts occurred for lower excitations
of 2.41 and 1.96 eV . This observation of up-shifts and down-shifts suggest that the
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competition between DRR effects and C-C stretching modes are taking place [26]. The
hydrostatic pressure effects are only observed for the higher laser excitation energies. This
suggests that by using the higher excitation energies, the DRR effects are outweighed by
the effects of hydrostatic pressure.
Here, the G band was observed to be affected by some DRR effects, with a shifting
of peak position that can not be explained by C-C force constants for the pressurized
filtration process. Filho et al. concluded that the DRR process can overcome the C-C
force constants when there is a large distribution of CNT diameters [26] and a higher
density of MWNTs would create a higher diameter distribution for the pressurized fil-
tration process. Thus, the convergence of the peak position for visible excitation of the
Paper sample could be the cause of a DRR that was enhanced with the increased den-
sity of MWNTs. However, this convergence did not continue for the highest excitation
energy used here of 3.8 eV, which showed C-C force constants that are consistent with
the hydrostatic pressure effects that are intrinsic to the pressurized filtration process.
From the G band peak position, it was observed that the DRR process was enhanced
by the pressurized filtration process, and could affect microstructural strain measure-
ments. However, the C-C force constants could outweigh the DRR effects if the excitation
energy is high enough. The D’ band position (ωD′) behaved very similar to the G band,
where the δωD′ values were positive and negative for higher and lower excitation energies
respectively, converging the peak position to an average of about 1612 cm−1/eV .
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Figure 4.3: Peak positions for D (a.), G (b.), and D’ (c.) bands before and after pressur-
ized filtration for all excitation energies. Polynomial curves were used to help guide the
eye.
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4.3.2 Full width half max results
Narrow line-widths have been found to be good indicators of structural order [2]. Here,
the δγ values for all bands and excitations were consistently negative, indicating the
pressurized filtration process increased order. When linear functions were used, ∆γG and
∆γD′ were quenched, while ∆γD did not change significantly in Fig. 4.4.
Lee et al. had results that agreed with the sign of linear slope values for ∆γD reported
here. However, the difference in fitting procedure does make it difficult to compare γD
as discussed in Section 2.4.4. For the pressurized filtration process, no significant change
in slope was noticed when a linear function was fit to ∆γD,
In this study, ∆γG was negative, which is different than a study by Lee et al. [48]
who found ∆γG to be positive for MWNTs. This disagreement may be partly due to the
difference in fitting, where Lee et al. used the “standard” fit and here a 5 PV fit was
used, as discussed in Chapter 2. A study by Ferrari and Robertson found ∆γG to be
quenched with the graphitization of ta-C:H under higher annealing temperatures [24]. A
very similar effect was noticed here, providing additional evidence that the pressurized
filtration process organized the microstructure to some degree, similar to a graphitization
process.
No results were available to compare ∆γD′ values because Lee et al. used the standard
fit which produced a negative linear slope. Here, the 5 PV fit produced a positive linear
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Figure 4.4: Peak widths for D (a.), G (b.), and D’ (c.) bands before and after pressurized
filtration for all excitation energies. Polynomial curves were used to help guide the eye.
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slope. For the pressurized filtration process, a linear fit to ∆γD′ was quenched. Here,
∆γD and ∆γD′ were of the same sign, narrowing with decreasing excitation energy.
4.3.3 D/G ratio
∆(D/G), representing the function of integrated intensities with respect to laser exci-
tation, has been reported to be quenched when there was minimal disorder [2, 80, 69].
However this is contrary to other studies that report an enhanced ∆(D/G) with minimal
disorder [48, 24]. From comparing these contradictions in literature, it can be assessed
that the ∆(D/G) depends not only on the carbon species (graphite vs. SWNTs), but
also depends on the type of disorder within a certain species of carbon, indicated by the
discrepancies for the relationship of ∆(D/G) and disorder for MWNT studies [2, 48].
Here, the DRR process underwent little change after the pressurized filtration process
in Fig. 4.5. ∆(D/G) ratio values are much more sensitive to purification effects in
MWNTs [48] when compared to defects intrinsic to the pressurized filtration process.
The D/G ratio increased almost equally per laser excitation energy, suggesting that the
defects intrinsic to changing ∆(D/G) values are different from those that change δ(D/G).
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Figure 4.5: The D/G ratio before and after pressurized filtration for all laser excitation
energies. Polynomial curves were used to help guide the eye.
4.4 Discussion
A narrowing of Raman bands could indicate increased resonant conditions [39]. The
∆γG value was negative, indicating a narrowing of the G band with increasing excita-
tion energy. This further emphasizes the relationship between the σ bond and the C-C
stretching modes probed with higher efficiency for higher excitation energies [111]. This
increased resonance with the σ bond, made the stress sensitive character of ωG quench
the DRR effects.
The ∆γD and ∆γD′ values were both positive supporting the notion that the pi bonds
are represented by the D band [1]. The defects that are intrinsic to ∆γD and ∆(D/G)
were mildly affected by the pressurized filtration process. These characteristics, intrinsic
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to a scattering event with the pi bond [1], suggest that they are better for characterizing
chemical defects on CNTs, which are not taking place in the pressurized filtration process.
The ∆ωD′ behaved very similar to ∆ωG, suggesting that this band is a hybrid combination
of pi and σ bond features.
These resonance conditions that select the σ and pi bonds are illustrated with Fig. 4.6.
The higher energy excitation could be capable of penetrating deeper into the Brillouin
zone, and interacting with electrons closer to the σ bond. Then, if an excitation has a
lower energy, then the interactions with the photon and electron take place at the outer
edges of the Brillouin zone, near the pi bond.
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Figure 4.6: Illustration of the connection between laser excitation energy and probing
the atomic structure of CNT structure
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4.5 Conclusion
Here, it was shown that some DRR features for the pressurized filtration process were
very similar to graphitization effects of ta-C:H [24]. This indicates that the pressurized
filtration process condenses the microstructure, mildly organizing it, as if it were as-
sembling an intricate network of MWNTs. This suggests, that the DRR process could
be used to obtain more detailed microstructural information, than conventional Raman
techniques with a single excitation. The ability to probe σ and pi bonds with higher and
lower excitation energies respectively, could help distinguish disorders related to either
the σ or pi bonds.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
5.1 Summary of results
The results of this work show that optimization for a wide range of manufacturing process
for CNT composites is available with Raman spectroscopy. a precise and consistent
deconvolution of the Raman spectra was of first priority. A fitting procedure utilizing
pseudo-Voigt functions was successful in minimizing uncertainty with a 5 peak fit. The
Raman characteristics of primary interest were the G band peak position (ωG) and D/G
integrated intensity ratio (D/G). This study proved that the 5 PV peak assignment
minimized the uncertainty with respect to the “standard” fit, used by many researchers
for MWNTs and their composites, by ≈ 65 and ≈ 46 % for ωG and D/G respectively.
Here, a consistent and organized representation of the G and D doublet was presented
that should be applied to all future work for CNTs with applicable G and D doublets.
A concurrent study was taking place with the ex-situ study of a manufacturing process
of a polymer-MWNT composite. The evolution of the G and D doublet was monitored,
and reflected intrinsic microstructural changes for each stage in manufacturing. By cor-
relating the Raman characteristics with structural properties, It was possible to present
optimization techniques for oxidation, functionalization, pressurized filtration, and resin
infusion.
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The Raman characteristics gives insight to the physical mechanism that is intrinsic to
each manufacturing process. Understanding the Raman relationships to physical mech-
anisms of CNTs, allows for optimization of manufacturing parameters by controlling the
Raman characteristics. Optimizing the purification process with minimizing the D/G
ratio has been well established in literature [67, 68, 7]. The physical mechanisms behind
the functionalization process can be numerous with the approach taken to functionalize
the CNTs [84, 95]. Here, it was concluded that correlating the physical mechanisms
behind a functionalization process is of high priority for future studies, and an area
being investigated by a few different research groups [63, 96, 64]. The G band is sensi-
tive the electrical charges by an electrode potential [118] or dopants [78], and should be
the Raman characteristic of interest in future experiments which attempt to optimize a
functionalization process.
Here, optimization techniques were presented, for the first time, for pressurized filtra-
tion, resin infusion processes, and laser sintering processes. Optimizing both processes
were proposed by maximizing the magnitude of the stress sensitive G band shifts, while
keeping the disorder induced D/G ratio to a minimum. The direction of the G band shift
determined the physical mechanism that was intrinsic to each process, and led to a better
understanding of what the CNT structure was experiencing. These same optimization
principles were applied to a laser sintering process, where laser sintering parameters of
fluence and scanning speed were optimized by maximizing the magnitude of the G band
shift and minimizing the D/G ratio.
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The goal of Chapter 4 was to see what kind of additional information on the mi-
crostructure could be obtained, and what kind of resonance effects would affect the
Raman spectrum when the excitation energy was changed. Results from the multiple
wavelength Raman spectroscopy suggest that some stress sensing Raman characteristics
may be masked at lower excitation energies by the DRR phenomenon. It was reviewed
that the lower excitation energies probe the pi bond [2], and vice versa, higher exci-
tations probe the σ bond with higher efficiencies [111]. Thus, by probing with higher
excitation energies, DRR effects could be avoided, and a better measurement of the C-C
force constants could be obtained.
The pressurized filtration process affected the DRR characteristics in a similar way
to those reported for a graphitization process by Ferrari et al. [24]. Graphitization is as-
sociated with the removal of some intrinsic microstructural defects. However, The DRR
effects does not suggest a large amount of defect healing associated to the pressurized
filtration process when compared studies for SWNTs [80] or MWNTs [48]. Thus, it is sig-
nificant to separate the origins of defects associated with the pressurized filtration process
to be of similar to the graphitization process of MWNTs. DRR properties such as∆ωD
could be used to optimize this structural ordering of MWNTs, similar to graphitization.
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5.2 Future work
5.2.1 In-situ temperature studies
Temperature relationships for peak positions (ω) are well documented Raman character-
istics in literature for CNTs. Peak positions are a desirable characteristic to accurately
quantify because they can help determine temperature dependent force constants for the
C-C stretching modes, particularly for the G-band [81]. This makes resolving accurate
peak positions of higher priority.
Temperature dependent G band peak position, ωG, has been a tool to characterize
Young’s modulus [55] and residual stress within CNT nano-composites [32, 105] using
thermal mismatch strains of the matrix-fiber interface [33]. In these prior works, a
change of ∆ωG, with respect to pristine tubes prior to impregnation into a matrix, was
monitored during in-situ temperature experiments to quantify the strain sustained by the
nanotubes. At temperatures below the glass transition temperature, Tg, a hydrostatic
pressure was subjected to the nanotubes [105], and the strain sustained as a function
of G-band position was used to quantify the interface of different CNT precursors for
CNT/epoxy composites [32].
Future work would be using these temperature relationships and finding the best
chemistry to modify the interface between the matrix and the CNT-fiber. Optimizing
this interface is important for enhancing CNT composites, and determining interface
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properties with a small temperature experiment could be much more cost effect than
creating a large bulk specimen for mechanical testing.
5.2.2 In-situ atomic force microscope studies
An atomic force microscope (AFM) is an excellent tool for CNT characterization. The
accurate topography measurements achievable are ideal to calculate the diameter dis-
tribution for dispersed CNTs. AFM nano-indentation capability is capable of deriving
the elastic modulus for CNT-composites [66]. This combined with correlating Raman
properties will be significant the efforts to improve strength of CNT-composites.
Recent studies have shown that AFM devices are capable of measuring the friction
on the surface of the nanotubes [56]. This opens up an interesting field of research
that could correlate the stretching ability of CNTs to their surface friction. This sur-
face friction could also be a variable of the functionalization technique, and allow for
optimization thereof. Complementary Raman and AFM measurements could correlate
mechanical properties with the Raman spectrum, and allow for a further understanding
of the fundamentals of the CNT structure. This will be a subject of future investigation.
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